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Feature Article

Graeme Terry takes a detailed look at hedge funds employing discretionary and systematic trading styles, 
including their performance over time and which approach is most utilized by fund managers. 

Discretionary vs. Systematic: Two 
Contrasting Hedge Fund Approaches

Discretionary vs. Systematic: Two Contrasting Hedge Fund 
Approaches

Hedge Fund Spotlight / June 2014

There are two distinct investment approaches employed by hedge 
fund managers: discretionary, where the strategy relies on the 
skill of the fund manager when making investment decisions, and 
systematic, where the fund utilizes computer models for the majority 
of its trades. Discretionary funds offer the potential for greater 
returns when managed effectively, but systematic funds are often 
seen as a less risky option as they are not subject to changes as 
a result of human emotions. These two trading approaches have 
many different characteristics and in this article we compare the 
performance of these two trading styles, in addition to analyzing 
which approach is most utilized by fund managers in the market 
today.

Discretionary Funds Provide Higher Absolute Returns

A comparison of the performance of discretionary and systematic 
hedge funds across various time periods is presented in Fig. 1. 
The discretionary hedge fund benchmark has achieved superior 
performance in recent times, posting 10.81% over the last 12 
months (as of 31 May 2014), compared to the 6.59% returned by 
the systematic hedge fund benchmark over the same time period. 
Discretionary funds have also outperformed systematic funds on 
an annualized basis over the past fi ve years, posting average 
returns of 11.56% compared to 7.85%. As discretionary funds rely 
on the skill of their investment manager, it is perhaps unsurprising 
that these funds, on average, deliver higher returns than their 
systematic counterparts when markets are rising.

Although Fig. 1 indicates that discretionary funds have signifi cantly 
outperformed systematic funds over the past three years (with 
three-year annualized returns of 7.88% compared to 5.17%), this 
does not hold true for all hedge fund strategies. Systematic funds 

with a relative value strategy have outperformed their discretionary 
counterparts on an annualized basis over the past three years, 
with returns of 6.84% compared to 5.69% (Fig. 2). Meanwhile 
the returns of macro funds following a systematic approach also 
outperformed discretionary funds following this strategy (4.81% vs. 
3.91%). Therefore the outperformance of discretionary hedge funds 
over the last three years is mainly as a result of the performance of 
long/short funds, with discretionary funds outperforming systematic 
funds in this category by almost six percentage points. 

In contrast to hedge funds, the majority of CTAs use a systematic 
approach in order to exploit trends in the market; however, 
systematic CTAs have found successful trends hard to come by 
in recent times, with these funds returning an average of 1.14% 
on an annualized basis over the past three years. This compares 
unfavourably to CTAs with a discretionary approach over the same 
period, with these funds returning 4.18%.

Systematic Funds Exhibit Lower Volatility

A factor in the higher absolute returns of discretionary funds is 
the increased volatility of these funds compared to those with a 
systematic approach. As shown in Fig. 3, funds with a discretionary 
approach have consistently exhibited higher volatility than those 
with a systematic approach over the past fi ve years (6-11% vs. 
3-5%). In general, systematic funds are more consistent in terms of 
performance, avoiding the highs and lows posted by discretionary 
funds. When considering risk-adjusted returns, systematic funds 
have fared better than discretionary funds over the last fi ve years; 
the Sharpe ratio (risk free rate = 2%) over this time period is 1.54 
for discretionary funds and 1.82 for systematic funds.
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As a result of their lower volatility and superior risk-adjusted returns, 
systematic funds often outperform discretionary funds in times of 
market trouble. This was most evident in 2008, when discretionary 
funds suffered a loss of 18.65%, while systematic funds were 
broadly neutral (-0.03%). Similarly in 2011 (when the overall hedge 
fund benchmark suffered a loss of 1.68%), systematic funds 
delivered positive returns of 1.81%, while discretionary funds were 
down 2.83%. This suggests that systematic funds can provide 
protection for investors in times of market turmoil.

Fund Launches: Systematic vs. Discretionary

Following the analysis of the performance trends of these two trading 
styles, it is interesting to look at how these are affecting fund launch 
activity. The majority of hedge funds adopt a discretionary approach 
to investing in order to utilize the ability of their portfolio managers; 
therefore, it is unsurprising that the number of discretionary fund 
launches exceeds the number of systematic fund launches in each 
year (Fig. 4). However, there is a suggestion that this gap may 
be narrowing; since the beginning of 2013 there have been 108 
discretionary fund launches and 67 systematic fund launches, 
whereas in 2012, there were 138 discretionary fund launches and 
66 systematic fund launches.

In contrast to hedge funds, the majority of CTAs utilize a systematic 
trading approach with the aim of following trends in the market. 
However, trend-following CTAs have struggled to post positive 
performance over the past year and this has led to a reduction 
in the number of systematic CTA launches, from a record of 60 in 
2012 to 46 in 2013. In contrast, the same year saw an increase 
in discretionary CTA fund launches, with this number more than 
doubling from seven in 2012 to 15 in 2013. The lack of signifi cant 
trends in the investment market may have led to CTAs adopting a 
discretionary model in a bid to improve performance.

Outlook

Discretionary funds have outperformed systematic funds in recent 
years in terms of absolute returns, taking advantage of the fact that 
markets during this period have generally been rising. However, 
it has been shown that systematic hedge funds outperform 
discretionary hedge funds in troubled markets, which was the 

case in 2008 and 2011. Establishing which type of fund is right for 
investors very much depends on the fund strategy, the risk profi le 
of the investor and the general market conditions. The majority of 
hedge fund managers continue to utilize a discretionary approach 
while most CTAs focus on a systematic strategy, although there 
is some evidence in both of these cases of more fund managers 
adopting the alternative approach.
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Discretionary vs. Systematic: Two Contrasting Hedge Fund 
Approaches

Subscriber Quicklink

Subscribers to Preqin’s Hedge Fund Analyst can click here 
to access the latest Market Benchmarks for all hedge fund 
strategies, including funds employing a discretionary or 
systematic trading style. Filter the data even further by sub-
strategy for more detailed performance fi gures. 

For more information, please visit:

www.preqin.com/hfa

www.preqin.com/hfa
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Fund Coverage:                       Funds
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4,725 PE Real 
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                    37,100

Firm Coverage:                     Firms

7,832 PE Firms 2,103 PERE 
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427 Infra. Firms
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Deals Coverage:                      Deals Covered; All New Deals Tracked

35,667 Buyout Deals** 62,620 Venture Capital Deals*** 8,531 Infra. Deals
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Investor Coverage:                      Institutional Investors Monitored,

Including 8,391 Verified Active**** in Alternatives and 89,339 LP Commitments to Partnerships

5,305 Active PE LPs 4,612 Active Hedge 
Fund Investors 4,437 Active RE LPs

                    11,924

2,283 Active 
Infra. LPs

Alternatives Investment Consultant Coverage:              Consultants Tracked            474

*Private Equity includes buyout, venture capital, distressed, growth, natural resources and mezzanine funds.
**Buyout deals: Preqin tracks private equity-backed buyout deals globally, including LBOs, growth capital, public-to-private deals, and recapitalizations. Our coverage does not include private debt and mezzanine deals.
***Venture capital deals: Preqin tracks cash-for-equity investments by professional venture capital firms in companies globally across all venture capital stages, from seed to expansion phase. The deals figures provided by Preqin are based on 
announced venture capital rounds when the capital is committed to a company. 
****Preqin contacts investors directly to ensure their alternatives programs are active. We emphasize active investors, but clients can also view profiles for investors no longer investing or with programs on hold.
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1,802 PE Funds 938 PERE
Funds
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                   15,234

Performance Coverage:                     Funds (IRR Data for 5,424 Funds and Cash Flow Data for 2,582 Funds)                   16,416
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Investing in Hedge Funds: All About Returns?

The report offers a valuable insight into the mindset and goals of 
institutional investors who decide to add hedge fund allocations to 
their portfolios. Our fi ndings demonstrate that the frequent, broad 
comparisons of hedge fund performance to standard market indices, 
such as the S&P 500, are generally viewed as irrelevant by the 
institutions making the investments and judging their success. Rather, 
the survey responses point to reduced volatility, diversifi cation of risk 
premia, and absolute returns as the leading objectives of the global 
institutional investors making hedge fund allocations.  

What Are Investors Looking for 
From Hedge Funds?

How Are Hedge Funds 
Performing?

How Do Investors Benchmark 
Returns?

59% seek uncorrelated 
returns

56%

46%

7%

seek risk-adjusted 
returns

to reduce portfolio 
volatility

...just 7% for high 
returns

84%
of investors feel return 

expectations have been met or 
exceeded in the past 12 months.

80%
of investors believe portfolio risk 
would increase if they ceased 

investing in hedge funds

1/5S&P 500 and other public indices 
are commonly seen as irrelevant 

– just a fifth compare hedge 
funds to these benchmarks.

Investors are commonly using 
strategy-specific hedge fund 
indices to measure portfolio 

performance.

Who Is Investing in Hedge Funds?

65%
of hedge fund
industry capital
comes from
institutional
investors

4,600+
institutional investors
allocate capital to

hedge funds

US
54%

Europe
27%
Middle East

5%

Asia
7%

Proportion
of industry
capital
invested by
institutions
by regional HQ

87%
of investors are 
maintaining or 
increasing their 
allocations in the 
next 12 months

87%

Canada 
4%

Preqin’s report, Investing in Hedge Funds: All About Returns?, looks at why investors are allocating their capital to 
hedge funds, what they seek from the funds they invest in and how they assess the success of their portfolio. Here 
we present an executive summary of our findings. 

Investing in Hedge Funds: All About 
Returns?

Click here to download our latest report which 
is based on the results of a survey of over 100 
investors conducted in April this year, with 
these investors representing more than $13tn 
in assets under management.

Content Includes:

Why Should Institutions 
Invest in Hedge Funds?

What is leading investors to 
increase their allocations 
to hedge funds? How 
can hedge funds add to 
investors’ portfolios?

What Are Institutions 
Looking for from Hedge 
Funds?

We examine what 
investors look for from their 
hedge fund investments, 
particularly in terms of 
absolute and risk-adjusted 
returns, as well as how they 
plan to invest in the future.

Have Hedge Funds Lived 
Up to Expectations?

How satisfied are investors 
with the returns hedge 
funds provide? Do they 
meet expectations over 
shorter and longer time 
frames?

How Should 
Institutions Benchmark 
Performance?

With over 16,000 hedge 
funds to choose from, 
how should investors 
monitor the funds in their 
portfolio against the 
wider performance of the 
industry?
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Alternative Mutual Fund Launches

As mentioned in our In Focus section on page 9, alternative mutual 
funds have been growing signifi cantly over the past year and many 
hedge fund managers are looking to launch funds in this area in 
order to tap into new sources of capital. New Jersey-based fi rm 
Stone Toro Asset Management recently launched an alternative 
mutual fund, Stone Toro Long Short Fund, which seeks capital 
appreciation while providing lower volatility and minimal correlation 
to the overall global securities market. Stone Toro also manages an 
event driven hedge fund strategy.

As well as hedge fund managers launching alternative mutual 
funds, there are also a number of fi rms moving into the multi-
manager alternative mutual fund space. The $6.2bn fund of hedge 
funds manager Arden Asset Management launched its fi rst multi-
manager alternative mutual fund in 2012 in order to offer investors 
access to alternative investment strategies with the liquidity and 
transparency profi le of a mutual fund. Arden recently launched the 
second version of this fund, Arden Alternative Strategies II, and 
underlying managers utilize a range of strategies including relative 
value, event driven, global macro and long/short equity.

Private Sector Pension Funds Making New Hedge Fund 
Investments

Our recent blog highlighted that there has been an increase in the 
average hedge fund allocation of private sector pension funds each 
year since 2011. This shows a growing appetite for hedge funds 
among this investor group and there has continued to be notable 
hedge fund search activity from these investors in Q2 2014. 

Laborers International Union of North America plans to re-enter 
the hedge fund space, having previously redeemed all of its 
investments. The fund is in the process of fi nalizing a $95mn 
commitment to hedge funds, which will consist of fi ve new 
investments across a variety of strategies. 

Meanwhile, Pentegra Defi ned Benefi t Plan for Financial Institutions
is looking into the possibility of adding a US-focused long/short 
credit manager to its portfolio. The $4bn pension fund currently 
holds a portfolio of fi ve single-manager hedge funds, having 
overseen a transition from funds of hedge funds at the end of 2013.

However, not all private sector pension funds are looking to 
increase their hedge fund allocations; Switzerland-based Migros-
Pensionskasse recently announced that it plans to redeem all of its 
hedge fund investments over the next 18 months. The CHF 20bn 
fund currently allocates approximately 1% of its total assets under 
management to hedge funds, but it expects to invest this capital in 
other alternative asset classes such as real estate or infrastructure 
in the future. 

Editor’s View - Industry News
Graeme Terry takes a look at recently launched alternative mutual funds and private sector pension funds that 
are planning new hedge fund investments. 

News Editor’s View - Industry News

Do you have any news you would like to share with 
the readers of Spotlight? 

Perhaps you’re about to launch a new fund, 
have implemented a new investment strategy, or 

are considering investments beyond your usual 
geographic focus?

 
Send your updates to spotlight@preqin.com and we 

will endeavour to publish them in the next issue.

Hedge Fund Spotlight / June 2014

In Numbers: Hedge Fund Spotlight - June 2014

12-month performance of discretionary hedge funds 
(as of 31 May 2014). Systematic funds have returned 
6.59% over the same time period.

Five-year Sharpe ratio (RFR = 2%) for systematic hedge 
funds (compared to 1.54 for discretionary funds).

Number of recorded systematic CTA launches in 2013.

of institutional investors surveyed by Preqin in April 
2014 stated that they seek uncorrelated returns from 
their hedge fund investments.

of surveyed investors plan to maintain or increase their 
hedge fund allocation in the next 12 months.

Total assets under management of fund of hedge 
funds managers based in Switzerland.

of alternative mutual funds adopt a core long/short 
strategy.

of all fund searches initiated by investors in May 2014 
were from investors based in North America.

1.82

10.81%

46

59%

87%

$69.1bn

52%

51%

https://www.preqin.com/user/hf/FundManagers/HF_FundManagerGPProfile.aspx?FirmId=85845&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/user/hf/Funds/HF_FundProfile.aspx?FundId=48354&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/user/HF/investor_details.aspx?firmID=11248&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/user/hf/Funds/HF_FundProfile.aspx?FundId=42487&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/blog/101/9009/private-sector-pension-funds
https://www.preqin.com/user/hf/investor_details.aspx?firmID=60518&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/user/hf/investor_details.aspx?FirmID=2730&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/user/HF/investor_details.aspx?firmID=6984&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/user/HF/investor_details.aspx?firmID=6984&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/go.aspx?lid=9174
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The Facts On the Network This Month: What Are Investors Searching For?

On the Network This Month: What Are 
Investors Searching For?
In this feature, we examine the activity of the investors on Preqin Investor Network to see which fund types, strategies 
and regions are of current importance to investors, as well as which institutional investor types have been proactive 
at looking at funds over May.
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   In Numbers: On the Network This Month

Number of hedge funds added to Preqin Investor 
Network in May 2014.

The average size of hedge funds reviewed on Preqin 
Investor Network over May.

Total number of hedge funds currently available to 
review on Preqin Investor Network.

of all funds searched on Preqin Investor Network in May 
have an inception date as recent as 2013 or 2014.

123

12,256

Preqin Investor Network is a unique system designed to help investors source and connect with alternative fund managers. Currently 
over 6,000 individuals at almost 3,400 institutional investor fi rms are using the Network to fi nd and reach out to the 14,479 alternative 
investment funds open for investment on the Network. If you would like to fi nd out more, please email: pin.info@preqin.com

$1.16bn

11%

www.preqin.com/pin
www.preqin.com/pin
https://www.preqin.com/go.aspx?lid=9174
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Fig. 1: Summary of Preliminary May 2014 Performance Benchmarks (Net Return, %)

May 2014 April 2014 2014 YTD Last 12 Months
Hedge Funds (All Strategies & Regions) 1.25 -0.08 2.50 8.23
Long/Short 1.25 -0.42 2.10 9.51
Event Driven Strategies 1.04 0.35 4.37 11.59
Relative Value 1.15 0.36 3.10 6.74
Macro Strategies 1.51 0.06 1.55 2.68
Multi-Strategy 1.29 0.49 2.76 7.29
Activist 1.84 -0.20 3.36 11.76
Volatility 1.64 0.23 3.05 8.02
Discretionary 1.25 -0.34 2.94 10.81
Systematic 2.08 0.04 2.75 6.59
North America 0.75 0.02 3.75 12.69
Europe 1.42 -0.45 4.22 11.83
Asia-Pacifi c 1.02 -0.70 0.34 7.25
Emerging Markets 2.91 0.26 2.90 5.43
Developed Markets 0.93 0.34 3.33 9.23
USD 1.30 -0.16 2.60 8.42
EUR 1.67 -0.26 3.00 6.94
GBP 2.01 -0.42 2.26 3.10
JPY 1.25 -1.02 -0.54 9.00
BRL 1.15 0.58 1.15 4.07
Funds of Hedge Funds (All Strategies & Regions) 1.38 -0.53 1.51 5.07
Long/Short 1.56 -0.83 1.01 6.38
Multi-Strategy 1.13 -0.53 1.39 5.00
Funds of CTAs -0.40 -0.07 -6.31 -8.17
USD 1.40 -0.66 1.41 5.13
EUR 0.98 -0.85 0.21 2.82
UCITS Hedge Funds (All Strategies & Regions) 1.46 -0.27 1.90 4.81
Long/Short 1.93 -0.57 2.31 7.74
Relative Value 0.72 -0.32 0.95 2.59
Macro Strategies 1.05 0.15 1.33 0.37
USD 1.88 -0.40 1.48 4.11
EUR 1.48 -0.26 1.82 4.44
CTAs (All Strategies & Regions) 0.43 0.41 0.54 0.28
Discretionary -0.51 0.62 -0.86 1.27
Systematic 1.37 0.35 1.30 0.88
USD 0.46 0.36 0.45 0.53
EUR 0.80 0.47 0.59 -2.31

* Please note, all performance information includes preliminary data for May 2014 based upon net returns reported to Preqin in early June 
2014. Although stated trends and comparisons are not expected to alter signifi cantly, fi nal benchmark values are subject to change.

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Analyst

Performance Preqin Performance Benchmarks

Preqin Performance Benchmarks
May 2014
Preqin’s preliminary benchmarks for May 2014.

Hedge funds returned to positive territory for the fi rst time since 
February in May 2014, with the All Strategies and Regions 
benchmark up 1.25% for the month (Fig. 1). This represents only 
the second positive month for hedge funds in 2014 and takes 
year-to-date (YTD) returns to 2.50%. Macro strategies was the 
top performing strategy category in May with returns of 1.51%, 
representing the best monthly returns for this benchmark since 
January 2012. In terms of regional focus, May was a good month 
for hedge funds focused on emerging markets, with these funds 
up 2.91%, while Europe is the leading regional benchmark YTD 
(+4.22%) after adding 1.42% during the month.

Funds of hedge funds returned an average of 1.38% in May 2014, 
meaning that multi-manager hedge funds outperformed single-
manager hedge funds for the fi rst time in 2014 (Fig. 2). This takes 
the All Strategies and Regions Fund of Hedge Funds benchmark to 
1.51% for 2014 YTD. Funds of long/short funds also outperformed 
their single-manager counterparts in May, with returns of 1.56% 
compared to 1.25%.

-0.25%

1.75%

-0.18%

-0.08%

1.25%

-0.31%

1.45%

-0.48% -0.53%

1.38%

-1.0%

-0.5%

0.0%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

2.0%

Jan-14 Feb-14 Mar-14 Apr-14 May-14

Hedge
Funds

Funds of
Hedge
Funds

Fig. 2: Monthly Performance of Hedge Funds vs. Funds of 
Hedge Funds 2014 YTD (As of 31 May 2014)
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Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Analyst
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The Facts In Focus: Alternative Mutual Funds

In Focus: Alternative Mutual Funds
There has been growing interest in alternative mutual funds in recent years and this has resulted in this structure 
being one of the fastest growing fund categories in the fund management industry. We take a look at the key 
statistics for this increasingly important fund type. 

52%

19%

17%

8%
3%1%

Long/Short

Macro Strategies

Multi-Strategy

Relative Value

Event Driven Strategies

Other Strategies

Fig. 1: Breakdown of Single-Manager Alternative Mutual 
Funds by Core Strategy

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Analyst

A number of leading hedge fund managers have moved into the 
alternative mutual funds industry in order to diversify their offerings 
and attract new investors. Similar to UCITS hedge funds in Europe, 
‘40 Act’ funds can offer investors hedge fund-like strategies with 
lower investment minimums, additional liquidity and reduced fees, 
which makes these funds accessible to retail investors. However, 
the constraints on these funds mean that they tend to exhibit a 
lower level of returns when compared to traditional hedge funds.

Long/short is the most utilized hedge fund strategy by alternative 
mutual funds, with this approach employed by 52% of all ‘40 Act’ 
funds tracked by Preqin’s Hedge Fund Analyst (Fig. 1). Macro and 
multi-strategy approaches are the next most prominent within this 
category, with these strategies representing 19% and 17% of funds 
respectively. Less liquid strategies, such as distressed and event 
driven funds, are less common in this universe as a result of their 
longer term nature. With the 40 Act being a US regulation, it is 
unsurprising that the majority (86%) of alternative mutual funds 
are managed by fi rms headquartered in the US, with New York 
representing 26% of these funds (Fig. 2).

Subscriber Quicklink

Subscribers to Preqin’s Hedge Fund Analyst can click here 
to view detailed profi les for 1,439 funds and share classes 
structured as alternative mutual funds.

Fund profi les include information on strategy and regional 
focus, industry preferences and terms and conditions. 

Not yet a subscriber? For more information, please visit: 

www.preqin.com/hfa

Hedge Fund Spotlight / June 2014

Fig. 2: Top 10 Locations for Alternative Mutual Funds by Firm 
Headquarters

Location of Firm Headquarters Proportion of All Alternative 
Mutual Funds

New York 26%

Massachusetts 8%

California 7%

Illinois 6%

Connecticut 6%

Philadelphia 5%

Missouri 5%

New Jersey 4%

UK 4%

Georgia 3%

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Analyst

Source: Preqin

   In Numbers: Alternative Mutual Funds

Average management fee charged by an alternative 
mutual fund.

Number of multi-manager alternative mutual fund 
launches recorded in the first four months of 2014.

Median minimum investment for an alternative mutual 
fund.

of alternative mutual funds are managed by firms 
headquartered in North America.

Year-to-date performance of the alternative mutual 
fund benchmark (as of 31 May 2014).

of alternative mutual funds utilize equities as a method 
of investment.

$15,000

1.77%

1.06% 12

89%

74%

www.preqin.com/hfa
http://www.preqin.com/user/preparedQueries.aspx?QueryNumber=330&src=1
https://www.preqin.com/go.aspx?lid=9174


Preqin Premium Publications

Global Alternatives Reports

2014 Sovereign Wealth Fund Review

2014 Private Equity Compensation and Employment Review

2013 Private Equity Fund Terms Advisor

2013 Private Equity Performance Monitor

The 2014 Global Alternatives Reports are the most 
comprehensive reviews of the alternatives investment 
industry ever undertaken, and are a must have for 
anyone seeking to understand the latest developments 
in hedge funds, private equity, real estate and 
infrastructure. For more information, please visit: 
www.preqin.com/reports

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data.

ISBN: 978-1-907012-53-2
$175 / £95 / €115
www.preqin.com

2014 Preqin Global 
Infrastructure

Report

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data.

ISBN: 978-1-907012-71-6
$175 / £95 / €115
www.preqin.com

2014 Preqin Global 
Hedge Fund

Report

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data.

ISBN: 978-1-907012-70-9
$175 / £95 / €115
www.preqin.com

2014 Preqin Global 
Private Equity

Report

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data.

ISBN: 978-1-907012-53-2
$175 / £95 / €115
www.preqin.com

2014 Preqin Global 
Real Estate

Report

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data

The 2014 

Preqin Sovereign Wealth Fund Review

In association with:

The 2014 Sovereign Wealth Fund Review is our largest and most 
comprehensive review yet of sovereign wealth funds and their 
investment activity. Our definitive guide includes profiles of over 70 
sovereign wealth funds worldwide. For more information, please 
visit: www.preqin.com/swf

The 2014 Private Equity Compensation and Employment Review 
is the industry’s leading guide to compensation practices, 
featuring detailed benchmark remuneration data for 54 positions, 
incorporating information from over 190 leading firms globally. For 
more information, please visit: www.preqin.com/compensation

The 2014 

Preqin Private Equity Compensation and Employment Review

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data

In association with:

The 2013

Preqin Private Equity Fund Terms Advisor

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data

The 2013 Private Equity Fund Terms Advisor is the most 
comprehensive guide to private equity fund terms and conditions 
ever produced. The Advisor contains vital analysis, benchmarks 
and actual listings of key terms for funds of all types, as well as the 
latest barometer of LP opinions and more. For more information, 
please visit: www.preqin.com/fta

The 2013 

Preqin Private Equity Performance Monitor

                

alternative assets.  intelligent data

The 2013 Preqin Private Equity Performance Monitor features 
extensive analysis on private equity returns, detailing the top 
performing funds and firms alongside net-to-LP returns for over 
6,300 separate vehicles of all types and geographies. For more 
information, please visit: www.preqin.com/pm
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The Facts Switzerland: Hedge Fund Industry Overview

Switzerland: Hedge Fund Industry 
Overview
We analyze the hedge fund industry in Switzerland, including a look at investors based in the country, as well as 
a breakdown of Switzerland-based hedge funds by type and core strategy. 

Source: Preqin

   In Numbers: Switzerland

Mean allocation to hedge funds of a Switzerland-based 
investor (of those with an active hedge fund allocation).

Total assets of the fund of hedge funds industry in 
Switzerland (compared to the aggregate $34.1bn 
managed by single-manager hedge funds).

Median assets under management of a Switzerland-
based fund of hedge funds manager.

of Switzerland-based UCITS hedge funds are domiciled 
in Luxembourg.

Average year-to-date returns of a hedge fund based in 
Switzerland (as of 31 May 2014).

Number of recorded single-manager hedge fund 
launches in Switzerland in 2013 (excluding related funds 
and share classes).

41%

27%

32%

Direct Investments
Only

Funds of Hedge
Funds Only

Both Direct
Investments and
Funds of Hedge
Funds

Fig. 2: Breakdown of Method of Investment of Switzerland-
Based Hedge Fund Investors (Excluding Fund of Hedge 
Funds Managers)

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Investor Profi les

10.5%

3.46%
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30%

21%15%

12%

8%

7%
3% 3% 2%

Fund of Hedge Funds
Manager
Wealth Manager

Family Office

Private Sector Pension
Fund
Asset Manager

Public Pension Fund

Bank

Insurance Company

Other

Fig. 1: Breakdown of Switzerland-Based Institutional Investors 
in Hedge Funds

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Investor Profi les

34%

33%

16%

15%

3%

Hedge Fund

Fund of Hedge Funds

UCITS Hedge Fund

CTA

Fund of CTAs

Fig. 3: Breakdown of Switzerland-Based Hedge Funds by 
Fund Type

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Analyst

40%

25%

12%

9%

8%

6%

Long/Short

Macro Strategies

Multi-Strategy

Relative Value

Event Driven Strategies

Other Strategies

Fig. 4: Breakdown of Hedge Funds Managed by Switzerland-
Based Firms by Core Strategy

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Analyst

$246mn

$69.1bn

72%

17

https://www.preqin.com/go.aspx?lid=9174
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Fund Searches and Mandates

Fund Searches and Mandates
We look at the strategies and regions hedge fund investors plan to target in the year ahead, as well as which 
investors are planning new investments. 

51%

31%

11%

7%

North America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Rest of World

Fig. 1: Breakdown of Hedge Fund Searches Issued by 
Investor Location, May 2014

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Investor Profi les

51%

10%

8%

7%

7%

5%

5%
3%

5%

Fund of Hedge Funds
Manager
Endowment Plan

Family Office

Foundation

Wealth Manager

Private Sector Pension
Fund
Public Pension Fund

Asset Manager

Other

Fig. 2: Breakdown of Hedge Fund Searches Issued by 
Investor Type, May 2014

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Investor Profi les
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Fig. 3: Hedge Fund Searches Issued by Strategy, May 2014
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Fig. 4: Examples of Fund Searches Issued in May 2014

Investor Investor Type Location Fund Search Details

Korea Teachers 
Pension Fund

Public Pension 
Fund

South 
Korea

Korea Teachers Pension Fund (KTPF) plans to invest approximately KRW 31bn in a strategically 
diversifi ed commingled fund of hedge funds in H2 2014. This will represent the pension fund's 
fi rst hedge fund investment and it is open to investing globally, but has particular interest in the 
US. 

Casteel Capital
Fund of 

Hedge Funds 
Manager

UK

The EUR 65mn fund of hedge funds manager is seeking to increase its exposure to event driven-
focused hedge funds over the next 12 months. The London-based fi rm is looking to invest in 
two or three new event driven funds. Elsewhere, it will be maintaining an opportunistic outlook 
regarding its hedge fund investments, with all types of strategies considered on a global scale, 
provided these investments are structured as UCITS-compliant funds. 

Rotary Foundation 
Endowment Fund

Endowment 
Plan US

The $304mn endowment has set out plans to add up to 10 direct hedge fund investments to its 
portfolio in the next 12 months. Rotary Foundation Endowment Fund recently increased its hedge 
fund allocation to 10% of total assets and is looking to increase its exposure to direct investments 
and move away from funds of hedge funds. It will redeem from its two current funds of hedge 
funds and it is advised by NEPC when looking for new managers.

Source: Preqin Hedge Fund Investor Profi les

Subscriber Quicklink

Subscribers can click here to view detailed profi les of 416 
institutional investors in hedge funds searching for new 
investments via the Fund Searches and Mandates feature 
on Preqin’s Hedge Fund Investor Profi les.

Preqin tracks the future investment plans of investors in 
hedge funds, allowing subscribers to source investors actively 
seeking to invest capital in new hedge fund investments.

Not yet a subscriber? For more information, or to register for a 
demo, please visit:

www.preqin.com/hfip
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Conferences Conferences Spotlight

Conference Dates Location Organizer Preqin Speaker
The Global Investment Consultant 
Dialogue 14 - 16 July 2014 Boston GlobalICON -

Hedge Funds World Asia 2014 2 - 4 September 2014 Hong Kong Terrapinn -

Research & Due Diligence for Wealth 
Management Platforms 15 - 16 September 2014 New York Financial Research As-

sociates -

Alpha Hedge West conference 21 - 23 September 2014 San Francisco IMN -

CTA Expo Chicago 23 September 2014 Chicago CTA Expo Amy Bensted

Catalyst Cap Intro: L/S Equity | Event 
Driven Alternative Investing 24 September 2014 New York Catalyst Financial 

Partners -

Quant Invest 2014 29 - 30 September 2014 Paris Terrapinn -

Access Free Conference Slide Decks and Presentations

Preqin attends and speaks at many different alternative assets conferences throughout the year, covering 
topics from infrastructure fundraising trends to alternative UCITS. 

All of the conference presentations given by Preqin speakers, which feature charts and league tables from 
Preqin’s online products, can be viewed and downloaded from Preqin’s Research Center Premium, for 
free. 

For more information, and to register for Preqin’s Research Center Premium, please visit:

www.preqin.com/rcp
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